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On the Poverty of Philosophy or the Black Hole of
Factory Farming
by

Paola Cavalieri

Animals are the main victims of history, and the treatment of domesticated animals in industrial farms is perhaps the
worst crime in history.

Yuval Noah Harari[1]

I. Philosophical Controversies in the Antagonistic Area  

Since the beginning of the first decade of this century, three among the leading philosophers of the leftist galaxy,
Antonio (Toni) Negri, Giorgio Agamben and Slavoj Zizek, deeply committed to challenge the contemporary
architectonics of power on behalf of the oppressed, have been engaged in an ongoing debate. One interest of this
discussion lies in the fact that all three of them, in various degrees and with distinct nuances, find themselves at the
crossroads between what are probably now the major sources of theoretical antagonistic politics – the entrenched neo-
Marxist tradition and the more recent horizon of biopolitical thought.

The general focus of the discussion is the possibility of opposition to a system that is characterized as late global
capitalism, sovereign power, empire, biopolitical control or disciplinary power. This opposition should be carried in the
name of the dominated, the forgotten, the excluded and the discriminated against – of those who are subjugated, and
reduced to a bare life which deprives them of their specific kind of existence and is stripped of every right, or of those
who are exploited, and fall victims to reification and commodification. 

The different approaches issue in different positions. Antonio Negri, the most Marxistically oriented, argues that
Communism is possible, and that its achievement is tied to the constitution of a common which includes the shared
wealth of the material world and the shared substance of our social being, and which should be affirmed against the
current global system by the multitude – a network that acts in an organized way where all differences can be
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expressed freely and equally. Agamben, on the other hand, widely acknowledged as the  leading continuator of the
biopolitical line of thought initiated by Michel Foucault, with his thesis of an original tie between sovereignty and the
state of exception, and of the constant risk of the political production of bare life, aims at envisaging a political action
which is merely destituent, rather than being constituent of a new political and legal order. Finally, Zizek, whose
eclecticism blends Lacanian psychoanalysis with Marxian thought, and whose intellectual path is somewhat tortuous,
fundamentally reaffirms the dominant role of class in contrast to race and gender, and, focusing on the struggle against
the new apartheids in the form of walls and slums, asserts that the main task of the new century is to politicize the
“destructured masses” of the Excluded.

About what, then, does the debate among these authors revolve? Here are some of their mutual criticisms. According to
Zizek, Negri and his co-author Michael Hardt are too Marxist, as they do not abandon the Marxist scheme of historical
progress, and their notion of the pure multitude ruling itself looks like the “ultimate capitalist fantasy”, while Agamben
is too Foucauldian in arguing that the realm of bare life tends to be the realm of politics, and in seeing the modern
project of political freedom merely as a deceptive mask for the disciplinary mechanisms of biopower.[2] For his part,
Negri is suspicious of Zizek’s possible endorsement of elitist forms of political leadership like that of the Bolshevik
party,[3] and argues that an important weakness in Agamben’s reflection is his conviction that power reduces every
human being to a state of powerlessness, thus flattening “the reality of the biopolitical onto the fabric of a negative
ontology” which totally misses history.[4] Finally, Agamben maintains that Negri fails to show that the movements’
constituting power is so different from sovereign power as to be  immune from the latter’s sinister connotations, adding
that “a political theory freed from the aporias of sovereignty is unthinkable” until the ontology of actuality is replaced
by an ontology of potentiality,[5] and observes that philosophers like Zizek too easily refer to communism as if it were
a clear concept, which after Stalin is hardly tenable.[6]

Do such discussions confront the hard facts of an age dominated by a mode of production that has surpassed all
previous systems in terms of the capacity to bend reality to its ends? No.  As Gregory Smulewicz-Zucker and Michael
Thompson recently argued, this is a moment when the philosophical Left is detached from the mechanisms of power
and of political reality, so that politics tends to collapse into culture.[7] Since at present antagonistic thinkers, unlike
most of their precursors, are not also political leaders, the tone and content of their debates somehow bear the hallmark
of that “scholastic view” which approaches the world as a text that must be interpreted rather than as a source of
concrete problems eliciting urgent reactions.[8]

To this, it might be replied that, in a situation when there seems to be no critical mass to sustain political struggles, the
existence of a texture of distinct but overlapping perspectives is surely important, and that the worst concrete problems,
though not directly confronted, are at least identified and diagnosed.  This may be true, but only partially, for there is a
crucial problem which is totally overlooked.

II. Factory Farming

In the last seventy years, industrial societies witnessed the rise of an exploitation system which involves an unrivalled
quantity of victims: each year, about 60 billions of individuals are killed all over the world.[9]  The involved
individuals are animals who, alienated from their forms of life, are bent to human ends in a new way –  a way that,
through the scientific production of malleable bodies capable of enduring extreme conditions, marks the apogee of that
mode of enframing in which living beings are used as raw material to be unrestrainedly tampered with.[10]

Within this system, also known as the “animal industrial complex,”[11] individuals are for their whole life confined in
cubicles too small even to turn, crammed into pens where they defecate on one another, or kept chained in the dark.
They are drugged to grow so large that their legs and organs cannot keep up, and, if unwanted, they are ground up alive
or tossed into bags to suffocate.[12] Here, it is possible to fully grasp the assertion that technology violates the very
nature of the beings over whom it holds sway. For what emanates from such visions is the ontological horror at the
technological processing of life – at life usurped, mechanized, and appropriated.”[13]  

The final destiny of the beings forced to lead such a kind of life is the abattoir. Archetypical capitalist Henry Ford draw
inspiration for assembly-line production from a visit to a Chicago slaughterhouse, where animal bodies passed from
worker to worker.[14] Nonhuman bodies keep passing from worker to worker – shackled upside down, dragged
through electrified water baths, or hoisted up on to the killing line for the death cut.[15] Comparing the treatment of
animals from factory farms to slaughterhouses to the treatment of humans in the death camps, James Stanescu argues
that, if the camps seemed especially concerned with the disposal of corpses, what characterizes the animal industrial
system is not just the production of corpses, but the fabrication of lives to be part of the production of corpses. Within
this realm, “it isn’t just that we experience death that can’t be called death, but also life that cannot be called life” – an
entirely new phenomenon which resists the parallels with intra-human atrocities and which can be defined as  “deading
life,” or life that is not living.[16]

Paraphrasing Hannah Arendt on American slavery, one might claim that, in the face of this, no one can ignore “the
primordial crime upon which the fabric of [our] society rests.” [17] And yet, the question of the mass subjugation and
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exploitation of the members of other species is virtually nonexistent for our critical thinkers. In this sense, far from
being antagonistic, their stances appear as supportive of the existing order – they might be seen as the left wing of the
conservative camp.

III. Facing the Problem

The matter is essentially one of moral consideration. To regard something as an injustice, one must first grant moral
consideration to the involved beings. And when some beings are denied consideration, the matter becomes one of
establishing whether such denial is justifiable. Is it justifiable, then, to draw between human and nonhuman beings, as
our authors do, a discriminatory line which condones dominion over the latter but not over the former?

Philosophy – the intellectual field traditionally charged with offering reasoned grounds for societal choices – while
most often working ex post, advancing justifications for the prevailing doxa, is sometimes able to produce new
horizons of moral consciousness, bringing out more just and universal principles. This is what occurred with the rise of
the animal question. In connection with the elaboration of the rationale of the doctrine of universal human rights, many
analytic moral philosophers argued that the expansive force of the egalitarian principles therein formulated could not
be confined within the boundaries of our species, and produced arguments to the effect that we should extend basic
equality, in the form of the fundamental negative right not to be interfered with, to nonhuman beings. On account of
this connection, such arguments, although independently founded,[18] can also be expressed in the form of ad
hominem reasoning, that is, by showing that the humanist egalitarian premises, if consistently applied, lead to
extensionist conclusions.[19]

Do the authors under consideration, notwithstanding their unconventional positions, subscribe to the contemporary
paradigm of human equality? Though outright references to it may be inconspicuous in their work, an up-close
inspection shows that the paradigm looms large in the background. This holds both for the neo-Marxist and the
biopolitical trend. Marxism is no longer what it was – a perspective centered on the redemptive role of a class in a
historical process guided by the conflict between productive forces and productive modes – since, with the appearance
of  what was not haphazardly called Marxist humanism, the idea of the “new human being” increasingly overshadowed
abstract entities like the laws of history,[20] thereby making the theory permeable to contemporary human
egalitarianism. Thus if Negri praises Renaissance humanism as the initiator of the notion of human equality, and lists
human rights among the counterpowers that can guarantee the continued  flourishing of humanity, Zizek states that
human rights express the right to universality as such, and  recoils in horror at the possibility that a human being may
not be “recognized and/or treated as human.”[21] Analogously, notwithstanding Michel Foucault’s wager that man
[sic] would be erased like a face drawn in sand,[22] biopolitical thoughtis not as anti-humanist as it is presented, as
evidenced by the fact that, in his late ethical work, Foucault himself engaged with human rights discourse, revaluating
“what we call human rights or freedom.” Consistently with this, Agamben, after denouncing the camp as the place
where the most absolute conditio inhumana is realized, focuses attention on the juridical procedures by which human
beings can be completely “deprived of their riaghts and prerogatives,” while his notion of Homo sacer – a human being
reduced to bare life – is tellingly seized  by Zizek to condemn the idea that there can be humans who have no rights and
are regarded as “inhuman.”[23] In the light of all this, it is clearly possible to bring into play the ad hominem logic
showing that a consistent application of the very premises of the intra-human egalitarianism these authors espoused
must lead them to reconsider the status of animals.

What the recently developed egalitarian arguments radically undermine are ingrained attitudes in mainstream
customary morality whose faults we now see as fairly evident.  Amongst them, two have been particularly devastating.
The first one is the legitimation of inferior treatment for some human categories – such as non-Western peoples – on
the basis of grand metaphysical narratives invoked to make sense of the cosmos. Against this, it was argued that it is
unacceptable because arbitrary to rank human individuals according to their alleged level within idiosyncratic
hierarchies of value. Needless to say, this implies the delegitimation of inferior treatment for nonhuman individuals
according to equally idiosyncratic hierarchies, be they metaphysical, natural or even religious. The second critical
target, whose influence cast a long shadow over our history, is the sanction of discrimination against some human
beings founded on their membership in a particular biological group. Against this, it was argued that purely physical
attributes such as skin color, eye shape or genital structure are morally irrelevant characteristics,[24]  thus
substantiating the present indictment of racism and sexism. Since, however, also the discrimination founded on species
membership is a form of biologism, speciesism too is discredited, and it becomes inadmissible to treat the other
animals as inferiors merely on the ground that “they are not human.”[25]

To these philosophical rationales for extending basic equality to nonhuman beings, some leftist philosophers – among
them Negri’s co-author, Michael Hardt –[26] object that ethics is one thing, and politics quite another, and that thereby
their perspectives cannot be accused of ignoring animals, dealing as they do with different problems. And, whether
they focus on the facet of the political concerning end-states and the realm of desirable political institutions, or on the
dynamic sphere of the struggles conducted by political forces to alter society, two considerations are regularly invoked
to exclude nonhuman individuals, and both revolve around some construal of the notion of agency.
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When what is at issue is the functioning of society, exclusion is normally justified by appeal to the perfectionist
approach that differentiates on the basis of cognitive levels, sanctioning disqualification for less mentally endowed
individuals on the grounds that they are unable to govern themselves and –  a fortiori – to lead a life of public
participation implying forms of reciprocity and a commitment to reasoned discourse. Since, however, it was just this
sort of perfectionism which underlay the institutionalization or outright elimination of cognitively non-paradigmatic
members of our species, a further reference to contemporary human egalitarianism comes into play here. For it was just
the realization that, irrespective of one’s intellectual level and of one’s capacity for agency, from the subjective point of
view of each individual human being one’s life and welfare have just as much importance as those of any other, so that
to ignore the interests of the mentally disabled implies flatly giving up ethical impartiality, that led to the present
creation of programs of appropriate protection and involvement for the weakest among us. Consistency thereby
requires not only the repudiation of the exclusion of nonhumans based on forms of perfectionism, but also, as it was
recently argued within English-speaking political philosophy,[27] the adoption of parallel policies of inclusion.

If, on the other hand, one turns to the dynamic sphere of the fight to alter society, the attempted exclusion of
nonhumans tends to be referred to the view, arising in the political debates of the 1960’s,[28] that the oppressed cannot
become free if they do not  develop their own political project through their own agency, and that it is both wrong and
paternalistic to fight in the name, and on behalf, of other subjugated groups. However, even leaving aside the fact that
not only do animals display their own forms of resistance[29] but new concepts for analyzing forms of animal
dependent agency are now being developed,[30] it is once again the full ethico-political acceptance of the children’s
and disability rights movements standing up for immature and non-paradigmatic humans which bespeaks the
blatant unfairness of a view claiming that just the most helpless victims of discrimination – those who cannot defend
themselves[31]  – are  not entitled to defense by concerned others.[32] This cannot but dispel the attempt to
delegitimize nonhumans as a group deserving resistance and mobilization on the part of a genuine political movement.

If these arguments have the effect of unearthing the inconsistencies which mar the perspectives in question, however,
the unacceptability of the leftist blindness to a practice like factory farming – and of course to other forms of
nonhuman exploitation like “scientific experimentation” which, though not involving such staggering numbers of
individuals, are structurally analogous – can be highlighted also from a different angle, that is, by considering whether
the main critical categories employed to diagnose and denounce social pathologies can be suddenly dropped as soon as
the species boundary is reached.

Such critical categories revolve around two main families of concepts which, though somehow intertwining, remain
different in that they place emphasis on differing aspects of the powerful-powerless relationship, since one is centered
on the idea of being in the power of, or wholly subject to, someone else, and is captured by the notion of subjugation,
while the other focuses on the aspect of being objectified and converted into an instrument to others’ ends, and is
summarized by the notion of exploitation.

IV. Subjugation and the Reduction to Bare Life

The notion of bare life, present in Walter Benjamin as bloßes Leben, or the “nothing but life” as contrasted to historical
life,[33] adumbrated in Arendt’s idea of the “mere existence” of those whose exclusion from  the legal regime is “an
invitation to murder”[34], reinterpreted and popularized by Giorgio Agamben, and then widely adopted in biopolitical
discourse, is now the main theoretical tool employed to denounce and challenge subjugation in the intra-human
context. Can such a category be confined to the members of Homo sapiens? In order to answer this question, the
present use of the concept must be clarified. To what exactly does it refer? Though “bare life” is actually used in
different ways,[35] and even lends itself to some conceptual acrobatics, it seems that its various senses can be referable
to two basic construals, which are often two sides of the same coin – one focusing on subjective impotence or even
spoliation, and the other focusing on objective impotence tied to exclusion. In the former case what one faces is an
either contingent or structural condition of deprival with respect to some kind of existence, and in the latter case is
instead a state of rightlessness which may include the liability to be killed with impunity.

When bare life is construed in the first way, the kind of existence the involved individuals are stripped of is, of course,
their distinctive kind of existence. Within the humanistic framework of most biopolitical thought, thus, the specific
kind in question is the human kind of existence, which tends to be translated into the possibility of being a political
actor when the deprivation is relatively minor, or into the possibility of exercising allegedly distinctive human
capacities when the deprivation is thoroughgoing. Thus, one is confronted with bare life when human beings are
incapacitated with respect to their active engagement within society, or, worse, when they are divested of such
attributes as rationality or the linguistic capacity.

Though in the literature examples of the former instance range from refugees to stateless people, and examples of the
latter range from the Muselmann in the camp to the overcomatose attached to life-support systems, in all cases there is
a tendency to negatively equate what remains – what is left after the deprivation – with animality, or, more hazily, with
a “inhumanity” that surreptitiously redirects to animality. It is clear that if animality is a priori assumed as the negative
term of comparison – the very image of deficiency – bare life as a critical category referring to deprival with respect to
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one’s kind of existence cannot be applied to nonhumans either in the sense that they cannot be reduced to that state or
in the sense that their being in that state is politically neutral as it is their natural lot. But this assumption is
unwarranted: it is not only outdated, but mistaken, to maintain that “animal life” is what remains after social agency or
even attributes like rationality and language are erased, since there is ample evidence that nonhuman individuals
display all these abilities in various degrees.  Moreover, with what coherence can one revolt against the subjection of a
totally unconscious being like the overcomatose, while ignoring the subjection of intelligent and communicative beings
like cows, or pigs, or chickens? Lastly, the idea of kind of existence here at issue is derived in character, as it is
obtained by coupling the abstract notion with a concrete reference to a specific bearer – the human being. If, however,
the notion is not epistemologically constrained by such an anthropocentric framework, and is used instead in its basic
sense of what governs the way a being dwells in the world,  it is undeniable that the deprivation of one’s specific kind
of existence – the fact that an organism is prevented from performing those actions which it is natural for it to perform
–  is a harm, and must be condemned, whatever the being in question. Indeed, without this basic moral judgment, it
would impossible to refer to the derived judgment that substantiates the denouncement of such a deprivation in the
human case.[36] Ultimately, a defense of the mere intra-human applicability of the category of bare life based on the
construal in terms of subjective deprivation is untenable.

What, then, of the objective construal, referring to a state of rightlessness and exclusion, whose prototypical adduced
cases are mass denaturalizations or denials of the right of asylum resulting in internment? In this case, the exclusion of
nonhuman individuals from the application of the notion is normally advocated by appealing to the idea that animals
are not the kind of beings of whom a situation of divestment of rights can be predicated, either because, descriptively,
they enjoy no rights, or because, normatively, they cannot have rights.

The first claim is both false and inconsequential: it is false since in our societies animals enjoy some albeit limited
rights, and it is inconsequential because one cannot derive the evaluative conclusion that a being cannot have rights
from the factual premise that it doesn’t have them. And the second horn of the objection – the claim that nonhumans
cannot have rights – far from being self-evident, stands in need of justification. Such a justification is lacking, for, as
outlined above, all the traditional rationales for downgrading animals and, by implication, for denying them the
protection of those products of moral and legal theories called rights, appear unacceptable on the grounds of being
affected by arbitrariness, irrelevance, lack of impartiality and unfairness. Needless to say, moreover, any argument
against granting basic rights to nonhumans can also be an argument against granting basic rights to some humans.
Thus, also the attempt to exclude nonhumans from the application of the notion of bare lifestarting from its rendering
in terms of objective deprivation fails.

But if nonhumans are the kinds of beings who can be both reduced to a condition of wretchedness and sunk in a
situation of rightlessness, in the face of industrialized farming and analogous institutions it is difficult not to agree with
Cary Wolfe’s claim that animals are today, on a scale unprecedented in human history, “the site of the very ur-form” of
that absolute powerlessness which the notion of bare life epitomizes.[37] And such a diagnosis becomes even more
sinister if, still following Wolfe, one adds to this line of biopolitical thought the approach focusing on the subjection of
beings to disciplines, technology and, especially, to the dispositifs established between discourses, institutions and laws
whose function is a global exercise of power. Procedures routinely performed in the animal industrial complex like
eugenic interventions, artificial insemination, inoculation or pharmaceutical enhancement can indeed be viewed as the
exemplary expression of that maximization of control over life and death that Foucault termed as making live, so that
“from the vantage of a Foucauldian biopolitics… we are forced to conclude that current practices of factory farming
and the like…constitute not just some embarrassing sideline of modern life that has nothing to do with politics proper..
[but] must be seen… as in fact constitutively political for biopolitics in its modern form.”[38]

V. Exploitation and Reification

If the biopolitical category of bare life confronts the question of subjugation, the Marxist category of reification (from
the Latin res, “thing”) squarely confronts the question of exploitation, for exploitation occurs on a continuum involving
a growing scale of damages which reaches its limit in the conversion into a thing. And while even the umbrella
category of exploitation is under revision, as recognized by Zizek himself, who admits he doesn’t have an answer to
the question of how the such a notion functions today,[39] the category of reification – already complex and
multifaceted since its first deployment in critical theory – has undergone several changes in the transition from
classical to contemporary Marxism. Within the context of such changes, one can clearly detect a tendency to shift from
a focus on abstract entities like mental or social processes to a focus on concrete individuals. Thus, the Lukacsian stress
on the impenetrability of reified concepts and on the erasure from the life-world of all qualitative and historical aspects
that the rationalizing dominion imposes on capitalist societies[40] gives way to Horkheimer and Adorno’s emphasis
both on the process which, guided by instrumental reason, turns everything, including subjects, into something
repeatable and replaceable, and on the connection between the technological dominion of nature and reification as
“blindness to torment;”[41] until, more recently, in Axel Honneth one assists to an overshadowing of the traditional
aspect of ascribing the blame to the social system in favor of a construal of reification as a violation of moral principles
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involving the abandonment of “recognition”, or of the empathetic engagement owed to individuals “not possessing
thing-like characteristics.”[42]

As a result of these alterations, which are in consonance with Marxist humanism’s propensity to abandon its classical
metaphysical baggage, the notion of reification acquires new potentialities. Revitalizing Marx’s claim that “the worker
sinks to the level of a commodity and becomes indeed the most wretched of commodities,”[43] it enables the
development of a comprehensive critique of the damages inflicted to actual individuals exposed to reification. Can one
say that animals are excluded from the number of these individuals? Even though, since to deny the possibility of
nonhuman reification implies that animals already possess thing-like characteristics, and given that the conditions of
application of the concept of thing relate to passiveness and unawareness, to see (the other) animals as things seems –
contra Kant[44] – wholly implausible, attempts to secure exclusion have nonetheless been made. Axel Honneth, for
instance, after claiming that recognition of the emotional states of others is an elementary form of intersubjectivity
having the status of “original” or “primary” recognition, defends the conclusion that one can only indirectly speak of a
reification of nonhumans by recognizing other persons’ feelings about them –[45] a conclusion that is clearly reached
only at the price of plain circularity, that is, by preliminarily a) dividing the world into human beings and
“nonhuman objects”, and b) conceptualizing reification in terms of a typification that refuses to grant “specifically
human qualities” to individuals.[46] In the face of such a petitio principii, nothing appears sounder than the standpoint
of Adorno and Horkheimer, who, vindicating both reason and commonsense, unhesitatingly counted animals among
the subjects apprehended in terms of manipulation and administration.[47]

In the light of all this, far from losing the destabilizing potential of the initial formulation, the challenge to reification
that focuses on turningselves into things is in fact immediately a social critique of capitalism. For while a thoroughly
anthropocentric version of this critique currently starts being addressed to the looming technological commodification
of human beings by “the conjunction of capitalism, informatics and genetics,”[48] it is just the critique of the
reification of nonhuman beings which brings into full light the destructive power of the modern capitalist market. On
the one hand, albeit animals have long been items of property, it is their recent status as commodities that has attained
the result of a total de-subjectification and of an actual reduction to the thing-like reality of an instrument. On the other,
as it has been aptly remarked,[49] with the emergence of the animal industrial complex the process by which the
thingification of the commodity permeates and structures society as a whole reaches its apex, reinforcing the
epistemological condition of a distortion of consciousness and giving free rein to the abstract, quantitative mode of
calculability intrinsic to the rise of modern societies. In this perspective, the struggle against reification in action can
empower the struggle against reification in thought.[50]

Edward Said once noted that, like people and schools, ideas and theories too travel, and crucial changes, due to times
and places, occur between their successive elaborations.[51] A construal of reification focusing on the actual treatment
of nonhuman beings in late capitalism would clearly leave behind the vague leftist mentions of the need to fight against
a “world reified by biopower,”[52] or of the tie between the reification of interpersonal relations and the
“personalization of .. objective social processes,”[53] recovering instead the radicality of a critique that, by attacking
factory farming, points at the heart of the exploitation system. For the animal, not the worker, is “the most wretched of
commodities,” and, as Horkheimer observed, the basement of the present capitalist house is the slaughterhouse.[54]. 

VI. An incongruous (and reversible?) silence

Wingless, featherless, blind, and brain-damaged, entrapped in the hell of humanity, do they recall their wholeness in
the phantom limbic soul of themselves? And if they do, are such memories of their essential identity, eluding the
procrustean blades of annihilation, experienced as a compensation or a curse? When hens in a battery cage fall
asleep, perchance to dream, how do they feel when they wake up?

Karen Davis[55]

That those who arrange, take profit of, or benefit from, the horrific reality of the animal industrial complex might
minimize or even defend it, is prima facie in the order of things: they are the enemy. But that those who are critical of
contemporary society and fight against injustice overlook it is nothing short of scandalous.

It is time that the antagonistic thinkers stop advancing patronizing comments on “the complex—and not always
edifying—economy of relations between men [sic] and animals,” or vague and condescending remarks on the suffering
of animals, [56] and get once and for all rid of such distortions as the identification, contra any ethological evidence,
between animality and an inferior and egotistical realm of being.[57] It is time that what remains of the politico-
philosophical opposition confronts the fact that no one who doesn’t stigmatize and challenge the capitalistic and
biopolitical monster of factory farming can be considered either a serious political analyst or a serious opponent of that
which exists. For if the very principles of contemporary egalitarianism logically imply an overcoming of the species
barrier, and the main tools for the critique of society can be directly applied to the nonhuman plight in late capitalism,
the liberation of animals from the institutions that reduce them to mere means to human ends turns out to be an urgent
and universal political task.
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Going back to his previous self in Italian 1968, Antonio Negri nostalgically mentions those “adventures of bodies and
minds”  that characterized the times when there wasn’t simply a theory but a transformative practice, when intellectual
reflection produced experiences and laboratories of life and the biopolitical field was “explored in all its ethico-
practical intensity.” [58] It is astounding that the contemporary Left doesn’t realize that, despite the difficulties of
challenging an overarching paradigm and of fighting something so pervasive as animal subjugation, those who take up
such a struggle not only become immediately practical in eliminating from their lives the by-products of the industrial
commodification of nonhumans, but have also created, in the present desert of the real,[59]a thriving movement that is
gradually developing its own political praxis, and that conspicuously asserts its willingness to engage in constant,
transformative activism. 
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